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Science and Spirituality: A dialogue
A/Prof Alan Gijsbers, Department of
Medicine, Royal Melbourne Hospital,
University of Melbourne. President
ISCAST.
Simon: Hey Sally, shouldn’t you be
giving up on your scientific studies
in order to pursue something more
spiritual? After all science studies
the material world; that doesn’t last,
spirituality lasts forever.
Sally: Where did you get that idea
from? I’m studying the world God
made, the world God declared good.
Francis Bacon, an early scientist and
a Christian, described God as creating
two books, the book of nature and the
book of Scripture, and we can read
both to our profit and to the glory of
God. Psalm 19 says the same thing.
Incidentally Bacon’s quote about the
two books appears at the beginning of
Charles Darwin’s Origin of Species. So
much for the warfare between science
and religion!
Simon: But what about the temporal
versus the eternal?
Sally: The Bible teaches that God
takes this world seriously enough not
just to make it but also to enter it in
the person of Jesus. Further we will be
judged for what we have done during
our time on earth. Of course we have
all sinned, but part of our salvation is
to recognise our sin, and turn from
it. We demonstrate our turning by
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the way we now live – as free forgiven
people living out God’s kingdom
values in this life, reflecting the life of
the world to come. Therefore when I
study science I am following a spiritual
pursuit.
Simon: But doesn’t spirituality
renounce the world?
Sally: Yes the world, the flesh and
the devil. But that does not mean to
renounce God’s good creation, nor
does it mean to renounce the need to
love the same world that God loves.
And we can love the world in our
scientific pursuits, whether in medicine,
agriculture, education, business, and
fundamental research. That’s a very
Ionian view of spirituality!
Simon: But doesn’t Christianity
contradict science on many points?
Sally: If God is the author of the two
books, and God is the author of all truth,
then there cannot be contradictions
between truths, only contradictions
between our understanding of those
truths. At the time of Copernicus
and Galileo, poetic statements in
the Psalms were pressed to say that
the earth stood still and that the sun
moved. As our understanding of the
solar system changed we recognised
that when the Bible described the sun
rising and setting it was describing the
appearances. In reality that appearance
is due to the earth spinning on its
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axis. Similarly when ether was used
as an anaesthetic in childbirth,
some Christians interpreted God’s
command to Eve, ‘In pain you shall
bring forth children’ to mean that the
Bible prohibited the use of pain killers.
In fact, the Bible has been used to
‘disprove’ a whole lot of new scientific
discoveries which on second thought
have not been disproved at all. Instead
we have seen Biblical comments in a
new light.
Simon: But doesn’t the Bible say the
earth was created in six days, 6000 or
so years ago?

Simon: Are there other areas where
we need to rethink the way we read
the Bible?
Sally: Yes I think there are two among
others. The first is to understand what
the Bible means by the soul. For a long
time Christian theology thought that
the soul was the essence of a person,
an immaterial entity which lived on
when the body died. With the newer
understanding of neuroscience we
rediscovered that the Bible does not
teach the immortality of the soul, but
the resurrection of the body. We are
embodied people who will be given a
new heavenly body in the new heaven
and the new earth. The second issue is
more controversial. Some Christians
of integrity believe that human
personhood starts at conception, and
interpret Biblical references to state
that. Others, mindful of the needs of
stem cell research are more hesitant to
interpret the Bible like that. It seems
to me that a human egg is a human
egg and only becomes a person if it
is implanted in the womb and goes
through the journey of becoming a
human by gestation. I don’t expect
the Bible to say that – the Bible,

Sally: The 6000 years theory was
developed by Archbishop James Ussher
in the 16th century. He calculated
the start of creation by assuming
that ‘son of’ in the genealogies in the
Bible meant literal son rather than
offspring. Dating the beginning of
creation that way is quite problematic.
Now there is no doubt that the first
creation story meant us to understand
the word ‘day’ as 24 hours. The fact
that the writer uses ‘evening’ and
‘morning’ further supports that view.
So does the whole thrust of the story,
which is to emphasise the Sabbath
rest. However the creation of the
sun on day 4 renders a literal reading
problematic. How were the first three
days measured? Maybe we should
not try and infer a scientific account
but an allegorical account. When we
do that we see the parallels between
the first three days, where God made,
and the second three days, where God
filled what God had made. We also
learn that the world was good and
that God was pleased with what God
made. When God made humankind,
male and female in God’s image,
humans were put in their rightful
place, stewards of creation accountable
to God, not either autonomous divine
beings nor simply animals or plants.
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even though it is God’s word, is still
an ancient set of documents brought
together before modern science
existed.
Simon: Are there then principles in
interpreting the Bible?
Sally: Yes. Bernard Ramm suggested
four. The Bible speaks in a popular
rather than an academic way, it speaks
in the language of appearances (like
the sun rising and setting), it speaks in
the language and thought-forms of its
time, and it speaks without developing
particular scientific theories apart
from the general assumption that God
is behind it all. These principles allow
us to read the Bible on its own terms
rather than as a scientific textbook.
In the words quoted by Galileo, ‘The
Bible tells us how to go to heaven, not
how the heavens go.’
Simon: Does science remove the need
for God in this world?
Sally: That is a difficult question,
because it goes to the heart of the
scientific enterprise. If we use God as
an explanation of that which we don’t
understand, as the early scientists
like Isaac Newton did, – Newton
used God’s power to explain why
the planets keep going round the
sun rather than drop towards the sun
– then when the explanation of God
is no longer necessary, God disappears
from that part of science. This is

So even though the Bible does not
give a scientific account of creation
it teaches some very important truths
about who we are and how we should
live in God’s world.

TEST OF FAITH
In 2009 a new series of materials from The Faraday Institute was published
by Paternoster Press. These resources are designed primarily for churches
and other groups of people who are interested in discussing science and faith
in an informal setting. Further details can be found on the project website:
www.testoffaith.com.
The relationship between science and faith is often represented as a
battleground. The claim is that science has pushed God into the margins.
But is the truth more complex? Talking to leading scientist-believers, [the
material] probes the issues at the heart of this debate. Has science really
murdered God? Or is the God question being redefined in new ways by
science? Does the possibility of a Creator remain an ineradicable challenge?
Resources: website, film/DVD/book, study guide. Source: www.iscast.org.
CHECK IT OUT!
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known as the ‘God of the Gaps.’ As
the gaps get filled in by science, God
becomes increasingly less necessary
and eventually disappears. However
if we believe God made and sustains
it all, even the bits we do know, then
we have a more Biblical view of the
relation of God to creation. Thus even
when we know how babies are made,
they are still a gift from God.
Simon: A lot of spiritual people are very
worried about science and technology.
They think this is responsible for the
rape of the earth and that we need to
stop science before it kills us – whether
by nuclear explosion or by too many
greenhouse gases.
Sally: Science is a tool. If the tool is
used wrongly damage will be done.
Only if the discoveries of science are
wisely and ethically used will we be
able to allow the world to prosper.
There are limits to science, especially
in the areas of metaphysics and ethics.
Think of it as if science is able to make
a car, but it is beyond science to know
where that car should go and why it
should do what it does.
Simon: Does that mean that there
are no tensions between science and
spirituality?
Sally: That depends on what you
mean by spirituality! Some forms of
spirituality are this world denying,
individualistic and avoid engaging
with the world. Ionian spirituality
takes this world seriously and hence
would take the scientific enterprise
seriously. But whenever we have an
incomplete understanding of both
the Bible and the world of science we
will sometimes encounter tensions
between different understandings.
These however can be worked through.
Theologians at the forefront of the
science religion dialogue are learning
from both disciplines to their mutual
advantage.
Simon: Does studying the world,
analysing it and pulling it to
pieces prevent you from worship
– does familiarity breed a sort of
blazé utilitarian view of what you are
studying?
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Sally: It can do, and sometimes I
have to stop and think and see and
go, ‘Oh wow, God, you are amazing.’
But it need not be like that. When
Copernicus described the planets
going round the sun, he declared, ‘So
vast without any question, is the divine

handiwork of the Almighty Creator.’
He thus joined the writer of Psalm
8 who said, ‘The heavens declare the
glory of God....’
Alan Gijsbers

understanding consciousness; the
nature of the will; the nature of soul
and spirit; monism and dualism; and
neurodevelopment and the relation of
the emotions to human functioning,
and spirituality and addictions,
especially as they are expressed in a
secular society. Each provides fruitful
areas of interaction between science,
philosophy and theology, especially
as it applies practically in the field of
Addiction Medicine.

Alan Gijsbers - Science / Faith
interests: Alan is the National
President of ISCAST, a group of
Christians interested in the interaction
between science and religion. He
has lectured in Science and Faith at
Ridley College and the Bible College
of Victoria.
Alan is a past chairman of the
Christian Medical and Dental
Fellowship of Australia. He is also
National President of HealthServe
Australia, an organization of health
professionals who seek to provide
health and development overseas in
the name and spirit of Christ.
Alan is interested in spirituality,
addiction,
Evidence
Based
Medicine, scientific methodology and
neuroscience. He has published in
neuroscience and theology, including:
models of mind-brain relationships;
understanding self and anthropology;

A Celtic Blessing
Power of storm be thine,
Power of moon be thine,
Power of sun,
Power of sea be thine,
Power of land be thine,
Power of heaven.
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From the Editor
may require. Even historical sciences,
such as physical cosmology or
evolutionary biology, rely for much of
their explanatory power on the insights
of the directly experimental sciences,
such as physics and genetics. The aim of
science is an accurate understanding of
how things happen. Its concern is with
the process of the world.

The NOT neglected relationship
between science and spirituality
I never quite know what direction
Pipeline will take, and this issue too
has taken its twists and turns. I believe
the Spirit leads us in this so that its
outcome is a reflection of who and
what we are, and the wide diversity
of talents and interests that makes
Wellspring. So, here is the June issue.
I hope there is something here for
everyone.

Theology’s concern is with the quest for
truth about the nature of God, the One
who is properly to be met with in awe
and obedience and who is not available
to be put to the experimental test. As with
all the forms of personal engagement,
encounter with the transpersonal
reality of the divine has to be based on
trusting and its character is intrinsically
individual and unique. Religious
experiences cannot simply be brought
about by human manipulation. Instead
theology relies on revelatory acts of divine
self-disclosure. In particular, all religious
traditions look back to foundational
events from which the tradition takes its
origin and which play a unique role in
shaping its understanding of the nature
of deity. In relation to cosmic history,
theology’s central aim is to address the
question of why events have happened.
Its concern is with issues of meaning
and purpose. Belief in God the Creator
carries the implication of a divine mind
and will lying behind what has been
going on in the universe….

I discovered that this is a HUGE
topic – but an exciting one, and I’ve
learned so much in preparing this
issue of Pipeline. I suggest that, like
me, you Google all the people and
organisations mentioned in this issue.
Thank you to those who contributed
or helped me in any way.
Let me firstly introduce you to the Rev
Dr John Polkinghorne, who worked
in theoretical elementary particle
physics for 25 years and was previously
Professor of Mathematical Physics at
Cambridge University amongst other
positions. He has written widely on
science and religion. Here are excerpts
from his article, ‘The Science and
Religion Debate – an Introduction’.
The natural debating partner for science
is theology, the intellectual discipline that
reflects upon religious experience, just as
science reflects on human investigation
of the physical universe. Both science and
theology claim that they are exploring
the nature of reality, but they clearly do
so at different levels. The object of study
for the natural sciences is the physical
world and the living beings that inhabit
it. The sciences treat their subject matter
objectively, in an impersonal mode of
encounter that employs the investigative
tool of experimental interrogation.
Nature is subjected to testing, based
on experiences that are, in principle,
repeatable as often as experimentalists
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science and religion. One side or the
other must achieve total victory in the
debate, a seriously distorted aim that
fails to recognise the complementary
relationship between these two forms of
the search for truth. A better-balanced
view is that both accounts deserve to be
scrupulously assessed in their relationship
to each other, an activity that furnishes
a creative agenda for the debate between
science and religion.
… [B]oth believe that they achieve
verisimilitude, the making of maps of
aspects of reality that are adequate for
some, but not every, purpose. In making
these critical realist claims, science and
theology exhibit a degree of cousinly
relationship, and that in itself is sufficient
to encourage dialogue between them.
For the remainder of this Paper,
Google The Faraday Institute for
Science and Religion and click on
Faraday Papers, Paper No 1. Browse
the website and you’ll find many more
similar articles.
An Australian website that also deals
with Science and Religion is www.
iscast.org, the site for Christians in
Science and Technology. Amongst
names you’ll find Wellspring Friend
Alan Gijsbers, current national
president.

In the March issue of Pipeline I
referred you to Bruce Sanguin of the
Canadian Memorial Church, who
Di Shearer has also met during her
travels. Bruce’s talks show how the
ideas of evolution can be illustrated in
sermons. In ‘Jesus: Cosmic Triumph,’
the sermon he preached on Luke
19:28-40 on 28 March 2010 (Jesus’
entry into Jerusalem), he said:

Theology has to listen to science’s account
of the history of the universe and
determine how it relates to the religious
belief that the world is God’s creation. If
there were seen to be a total misfit, some
form of revision would be called for.
Religious fundamentalists believe that
this would always have to be on the side of
science, while scientific fundamentalists
believe that religion is simply irrelevant
to a full understanding of the cosmos.
These extreme positions correspond to a
conflict picture of the relation between
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helium and hydrogen, to starfields that
gave birth to new galaxies, to supernova
events that gave birth to the heavy
elements necessary for life on earth, to the
formation of our solar system, and then
the five billion year procession of life on
earth, producing centres of self-reflective
consciousness in human beings – this
has been a holy procession reflecting the
heart and mind of God…

‘In conversation we can tease out the
subtleties of our intuitions, and the
ways in which we account for the
beauty and the complexities of our
world. We can explore why people
find religious faith persuasive, and also
come to see how people put together
their lives and their world without it.

One more thing before I go. Recently
Australia hosted its first Global Atheist
Convention. (Peter Fensham’s article
touches on this.) I felt defensive and
angry about this atheist convention,
touching my own prejudices. I took
note of what Andrew Hamilton had to
say in Eureka Street (March 05, 2010).
In his article, titled ‘Conversations
with atheists’ he wrote, ‘The Atheists
Convention will surely be a lively show
with stirring rhetoric. And in an open
democracy I can only applaud the
opportunity for like minded people to
share their ideas, to persuade others to
take them seriously, and to commend
changes to the law that will enshrine
their view of the good society. That
kind of coming together is part of a
rich society.’
His fear is that such conventions will
only provide enthusiasts and their
opponents an ‘opportunity to criticise
one another’s views and to propose
their own ideals. The exchange will
be conducted at full volume before
a stadium of barrackers, through
debates, rebuttals, selective quotation
and hyperbole. Champions in the
red corner will buffet champions
in the blue corner, winners will be
declared….’ This is not true debate
and conversation.

This describes as well the evolutionary
process. There is an irrepressible impulse
at the heart of the universe for each
atom, cell, organism, plant, animal,
human being and society to reach its
fullest potential. This striving, sometimes
through competition, but as often through
cooperative ecosystems, gives birth to new
and more complex life forms.… Human
beings, in this evolutionary context, are
representatives of all the intelligence,
sacrifice, and striving of every form of life
that preceded us…. We are the unified
presence of all the diverse expressions of
the universe that preceded us….. We’re
glorious and radiant embodiments of the
entire universe. We are what Spirit has
been doing in creation for the past 13.7
billion years.
Hosanna! Do read more of Bruce
Sanguin’s sermons.
I hope the above quotations give you a
feel for the topic if you are not already
deep into the discussion.

‘This kind of conversation gives
priority to personal reflection and to
listening. It will be necessarily quiet
and exploratory, no matter how
strongly settled is the framework
within which we live our lives. Like
any conversation, it allows both
partners to commend what they
believe. But the commendation is
done by allowing the truth to appear,
and not by shouting it.’
I am pleased to be reminded that
we live in an open democracy and
that our being together should be a
conversation and not a debate about
who is right and who is wrong. I’ll
give the last word (slightly amended)
to Bruce Sanguin: ‘By loosening our
attachment to our own belief system,
we are able to consciously participate
in the evolution of our consciousness.’
(‘Rules of Engagement: Theological
Conversation as Spiritual Practice’,
Nov. 1, 2009)
Bonita Frank (MA in Literature &
History, is trying to write her family’s
story but keeps getting distracted.)

Leader’s Message: Out of Darkness . . .
The world was stopped by an act of
God. The volcano erupted. All the
world was effected in some way. How
do we reflect on such an event? How
could we ignore that it had happened?
How do we deny that such a thing can
happen?
I have been struggling with Diarmuid
O’Murchu’s book Quantum Theology. I
am out of my depth but it has provoked
me to share some questions.
With tsunamis, earthquakes, volcanos
– people feel in the dark, powerless,
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they are uncomfortable. How do they
conquer, control or eliminate these
events? Either we ignore the facts or it
provokes negative reactions.

potential. Even at the cosmic level, the
forces of darkness seem to play a critical
role. (p. 132)
As people waited at airports,
reorganised their lives, did we miss
this opportunity to reflect that even
with all our advances in science and
learning we still know little about the
composition of universal life? Creation
is continuing - is our attitude towards
this one of denial or opportunity?
Creation is essentially good and not
evil.

And yet, many beautiful things happen
in the dark. Seeds germinate and strike
root. Most creatures rest during the hours
of darkness. Passionate sexual intimacy
often occurs in the dark. Many of our
body functions operate during the rest of
night. ... Life seems to need the realm of
darkness to realize its full meaning and
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about change, we may feel empty but
that will allow for transformation to
take place.
But as we know so much of the pain
and suffering on earth is caused by
human beings, it is an inspiration
that all our Members and Friends are
active in various ways to endeavour
to eliminate the world’s meaningless
pain caused by human beings. It is our
religious tradition that invites us into
action to be part of building a better
world by acknowledging the pain
and the questions. By engaging with
the questions, listening to them and
learning from them. We look at life
totally and not in bits and pieces.
Think of all the transformative things
that happen in the dark, when we
felt most powerless. Why do we see
darkness as negative?
Mary Gilchrist

The Icelandic Volcano
is redesigned; in chaos life is reformed;
in death life flourishes anew!’ (p. 139).
We could feel powerless as so many
sections of our society are in denial

There is a major evolutionary change
taking place with our planet and our
species. ‘Once more, we encounter the
inescapable paradox: in destruction life

Dawkins, Birch and Religion: Same
evolution, very different outcomes
The fruitless and embarrassing
exchange between Richard Dawkins
and Senator Fielding on ABC Q&A
(10/3/10) was yet another exposure of
the former’s views on the Australian
media. It is, of course, quite
appropriate that such a best selling
author as he be given opportunity
to present his case against what he
perceives as the position of religious
people. But it is not appropriate if this
media presentation is its ‘sporting’ or
entertainment value, belittling either
an opponent’s views or setting up
Dawkins for his seemingly arrogant
dogmatism.
I wish the directors of these programs
would include persons who are
knowledgeable about evolution like
Dawkins, but who draw different,
thought-out conclusions from him
regarding science and religion. Such a
discussion may, however, disadvantage
Dawkins who confesses not to have
studied theology or religious belief in
any serious way.
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very appropriate that his international
contributions to science and religion,
to thousands of students via the
ASCM, and the wider public through
his popular books, be remembered in
this issue.
Dawkins, as an evolutionary biologist,
interprets living organisms including
humans through the ‘selfish gene’ (the
strangely anthropomorphic title of his
earlier best selling book). For him this
concept provides both the mechanism
for evolution of all life forms, but also
the limit of their essential character.
Birch, also an evolutionary biologist,
begins, not with the gene, but with
the qualities like purpose, feelings,
enjoyment, and experience, in
humans as highly evolved life forms.
From these he argues that evolution
requires that they must also be present
in some sense in all lower life forms,
and indeed to inanimate matter.
Bertrand Russell and Alfred North
Whitehead collaborated early last
century to write Principia Mathematica,

Charles Birch
I remember last year, when the late
Charles Birch was asked by an ABC
journalist to comment on Dawkins’s
attack on fundamentalist, biblical
interpretations in The God Delusion,
he agreed with Dawkins about these
interpretations. Unfortunately, the
journalist did not encourage Charles
to outline the profound differences
between himself and Dawkins
concerning the religious dimension
and contemporary science. Sadly
Charles (Australia’s only Templeton
Prize winner) died late last year. So it is
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a monumental work on mathematical
logic.
They
parted
company
intellectually on the evolutionary issue
raised by Russell, ‘Either life is matterlike OR matter is life-like’. As scientists
faced with the mass of evidence for
evolution Russell (and now Dawkins)
chose the first mechanistic option,
whereas Whitehead (and later Birch)
chose the second pansubjectivist (pan:
everything) option. Whitehead’s
ideas about science, based on process
and experience have been developed
by Charles Hartshorne and others,
including a number of quantum
physicists. Hartshorne himself carried
out a highly statistical study of the
singing of birds to answer the process
question Do birds enjoy singing? – a
question mechanistic scientists would
not even consider. He concluded from
his wealth of data that they do.
Birch and John Cobb (often an
introductory speaker for Listen to
the Questions) pioneered process
theology, from the science the base of
pansubjectivity. The process position
is:
1. The entities of the world are not bits
of stuff, like atoms and their subparticles.
They are event, processes or experiences.
2. Perception of the world involves not

only the five senses but also non-sensory
perception.
Process theology is also called
‘panentheism’, a word that implies
everything is in God (cf. Paul’s statement
in Acts 17:28 of God as one in whom
we live and have our being) and that
God is in everything. Panentheism
differs from traditional theism with
its separation between God and the
world. Panentheism differs from
pantheism which identifies God with
the world.
In process theology the express purpose
of God is the attainment of values in
the world. God can be identified with

creative good. God does not act as an
external force. Rather, God confronts
us from within with values, purposes
and possibilities to which we can
respond.
Personal commitment to values
like courage and forgiveness is selfauthenticating.
For
Christians,
the person of Jesus and the values
he realized in life are particularly
special, but his values speak also to
all humanity. ‘Christianity’s essence’,
said Whitehead, ‘is its appeal to the
life of Jesus as agent and revelation of
the nature of God.’
Peter Fensham

Peter has backgrounds in both chemistry
and social psychology. He was very
involved with Rev. Dr Cliff Wright
in the 1960s in developing the lay
Christian education movement in the
Methodist Church in Victoria. After
a decade of research and teaching in
chemistry at Melbourne University,
he was appointed by Monash U. in
1967 to be the first Professor of Science
Education in Australia. In the 1970s he
pioneered a still ongoing adult education program at Blackburn UC, and
is now active with Progressive Spirituality in Brisbane.

An Introduction to Cosmology
At the heart of what is known as
the ‘new cosmology’ is the scientific
knowledge that is now widely accepted
concerning the birth of the universe.
Brian Swimme, co-author with
Thomas Berry of The Universe Story,
writes: ‘Four hundred years of modern
science now reach a culminating
moment with the discovery of the
universe’s birthplace.’
‘…14 billion years ago the Universe,
pregnant with possibility, flared forth
in every direction, creating time and
space, and all the protons that would
ever exist! After a million years the
Universe spread out enough and cooled
down enough that the very first atoms
began to form, hydrogen first, then
helium. Vast clouds of these atoms
gathered in the expanding space. The
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Fireball was ended. The age of matter
had begun.’ (Quote from Once upon a
Universe in Story and Song.)

Now, the point of knowing the above
is very exciting because ‘We are the
first generations to know the Great
Story of God’s Universe, A Sacred
Story that contains all other stories
including our own.’ (Berry)
Thomas Berry (1915 – 2009), historian
of world religions and cultures, taught
at Fordham University, USA and
for 25 years directed the Riverdale
Center for Religious Research. Since
his death a collection of his essays,
drawn from the last several decades of
his life, has been published in a small
book titled The Christian Future and
the Fate of Earth. I quote from one
of these essays written in 1985 titled
‘Christian Cosmology.’
‘Just as Clement of Alexandria
presented Christianity within the

Andromeda is the galaxy nearest to our own
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context of Hellenism, as Augustine
worked within the Neo-Platonic
frame of reference, Thomas within the
Aristotelian perspective and Ignatius
within the context of Renaissance
humanism, so now there is need for
us to think and act and create within
a new period of Western Christianity
by working within the context of this
New Story of the universe. We are
presently quite comfortable religiously,
theologically and even ministerially
within the walls of our own seminaries,
churches, and religious houses. Outside
of this setting, however, we work with
minimal efficiency. We are assuredly
not providing the kind of exciting
leadership needed for these times.’
Berry continues: ‘What needs to be
recognised is that this New Story of the
universe represents the greatest change
in human thought and consciousness
since the rise of the Neolithic Period.’
He goes on to claim: ‘We are
changing the chemistry of the planet,
its biological systems, and even its
geological structure. In each of these
areas, the human presence in the
20th Century has brought about a
profoundly disturbed situation. The
human has become not the crowning
glory of Earth, but its most destructive
presence. The solution is not, then,
a case of simply restoring a former
religious, spiritual, moral, or humanist
tradition. It is a case of re-ordering the
human in its entire relationship with
the planet on which we live.’
Brian Swimme, who holds a Ph.D. in
mathematical cosmology and teaches in
San Francisco, describes in The Hidden
Heart of the Cosmos – Humanity and
the New Story the difference between
Cosmology and Science. ‘Science is
not the same as cosmology, even when
a cosmology is deeply informed by
science. Cosmology is the story of the
birth, development and destiny of the
universe, told with the aim of assisting
humans in their task of identifying
their roles within the great drama.
Science on the other hand is focused
on obtaining a detailed understanding
of the physical processes of the
universe.’
Brian Swimme also articulates the
difference between cosmology and
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would have imploded before anything
of significance occurred.
‘As the new universe story seeps
into our awareness, it challenges us
to expand the way we think about
and respond to the life around us.
As clearly as the parables told by
Jesus challenged his listeners to ask
questions about who they were and
what their relationships meant, so the
new universe story challenges us.
‘Shifting to a new paradigm takes
commitment and hard work. It
requires gut-wrenching honesty and
the willingness to give up fear-filled
control.
‘This new world view acknowledges
evolution as a creative process urged
on from within by the very Spirit of
God’.
The three small books from which I
have quoted provide an accessible
pathway to the vast array of
publications now available in the field
of cosmology. This way of thinking
will become basic in the education of
any 21st Century child. Now is our
time to ‘get with it!’
The Christian Future and the Fate
of Earth: The Hidden Heart of the
Cosmos, Thomas Berry, Orbis Books
2009 ($33)
Humanity and the New Story, Brian
Swimme, Orbis Books 1996 ($23)
Radical Amazement, Judy Cannato,
Sorin Books 2006 ($28)
Available at the Pauline Bookshop,
150 Castlereagh Street, Sydney.
Phone: 02 9264 8630
Louise Mattay

theology. ‘Cosmology is not the same
thing as theology; ...Theology is the
rational inquiry into the nature of
God and humanity’s relationship with
God.’
Very succinctly, Brian Swimme
states: ‘The great news of our time
is the evolutionary story in which
we come to realize that we humans
are all embedded in a living,
developing universe, and that we
are therefore cousins to everything
in the universe…. Cosmology as an
ancient wisdom tradition draws from
science, theology, art, poetry, and
philosophy, but is, strictly speaking,
its own distinct tradition. It is not
a question of eschewing scientific
or theological terms altogether, but
rather of aiming for language arising
out of our experience of living within
an unfolding cosmos.’
In her book Radical Amazement,
Judy Cannato, a spiritual director
from Cleveland, Ohio, passionately
embraces the new cosmology.
‘If the universe had unfolded one
trillionth of a trillionth of a percent
slower, the gravitational force would
have been too great and the universe

Louise was trained as a Deaconess
in the Presbyterian Church, Rolland
House, Melbourne, 1960 - 62;
accredited as a Deacon in the Uniting
Church 1994; has experienced life
in 3 States - SA, NSW and WA;
has been ecumenically engaged as
Secretary of the Anglican Archbishop
of Perth 1974 - 83 and in marriage
to a Roman Catholic 1962 - 2000;
has passionately embraced the need to
recover a balance between the Eucharist and the Word and now, reaching
forward in her last quarter of a century on Mother Earth, urgently seeks to
assimilate the ‘Story of the Universe’ into the Christian proclamation.
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Pilgrimage to North America:
in search of Integral Spirituality - The coming together
of East and West, science and spirituality, old and new.
I took the opportunity to travel to
California and Canada over the latter
part of last year. The trip arose from
a deep desire to see an integration of
the various areas of concern of the
Wellspring Community: spirituality
and worship, peace and social justice,
reconciliation,
ecumenical
and
interfaith, and environment. I had put
a question to Br David Steindl-Rast,
Benedictine monk, during his visit to
Adelaide which Wellspring SA enjoyed
with other ecumenical communities
here. It may be a question you have
nurtured in your heart as well.

if you fell into the ocean you’d have
to swim all the way back to Australia
rather than climb the cliffs again.

Where can I go for more interfaith
understanding and experience?

Then in Canada, connecting with a
school friend I hadn’t seen for forty
years was another highlight of the
experience. After all these years, we
confessed that we were self-confessed
admirers of each other in high school
years though we were never close
friends. This fortnight changed that.
Our different paths had been the
same journey, valuing our Christian
upbringing and combining that with
questioning and expanding our vision
as life’s experiences confronted us.
The contemplative in each of us had
been nourished in more recent years
and we enjoyed our reminiscences,
pushing down deeply into our roots
again.

Associated with these two autumn
events, I found my way to the website
of Esalen, a community that has
been operating on the Pacific coast of
California for forty years now. This
opened the way for me to attend a
Master Class in Painting with Leigh
Hyams. It was quite an experience for
this beginner artist to be among those
who take their art more seriously and
work in canvases as big as a dining
room table. Especially as Esalen is on
the cliffs and gave you the feeling that
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Interestingly enough, Rev Bruce
Sanguin is a connecting thread in this
story. He’d been on the autumn course
I was doing. I’d filed his name and
church in my lap-top. Finding space
on Sundays to attend the Canadian
Memorial United Church which he
has led for over more than a decade
on the lines of evolutionary and
integral principles gave a freshness to
worship and some delightful contacts
in Vancouver. Google his church
and you can see a video of his Palm
Sunday sermon which parallels the
journey of Jesus into Jerusalem with
the whole evolutionary unfolding of
the cosmos.

Di Shearer

Through being given the name, Roger
Walsh, I was led into a series of talks
entitled ‘The Great Awakening,’
hosted by Craig Hamilton of Integral
Enlightenment. I also found an
internet course by the same group
which set me within 400 people
globally considering ‘the change that
changes everything’, an evolutionary
view of spirituality. Weekly session
over nine weeks came on thick and
fast. The course is being repeated each
season. You may like to explore it and
enroll yourself.

P

receive their welfare payments and
generally spend it immediately on
their addiction, walking the streets
at night in the company of others
concerned for women in the district,
sharing community with a group of
Servants who occupy two apartments
on East Hastings and have open house
for the evening meal every night of the
week except Mondays (team day). All
these contributed to a Christmas with
a difference.

Committing to realising ‘Unique
Self’
Then back down to California to attend
a New Year event of 500 participants
from Buddhist, Sufi, Hindu, Christian
and other backgrounds. Across the
age range, we met for major inputs
by Rabbi Marc Gafni, Krishna Das,
Sally Hempton, Jean Houston, and in
practical workshops by Diane Musho
Hamilton and Sofia Diaz. Google
any of these names and you’ll get a
sense of the breadth of the experience.
Together the participants committed
to realizing their ‘unique self’ and

What’s a Welfare Wednesday?
I spent Christmas on East Hastings,
Vancouver, just down the road from the
whole Winter Olympics celebration.
There, a thousand homeless people
sleep each night on the pews of the
First United Church, which no longer
has Sunday services, but is supported
in its daily ministry by churches
of the area. Experiencing Welfare
Wednesday, the day the homeless
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looking another in the eye to say
‘I’m not content to be written in the
book of life without you’ (the latter of
which I didn’t quite find myself able
to do – and that sent me into a new
examination of my prejudices). As for
depth, for me, so much depended on
linking with those I’d only known
from internet exchanges, continuing
to chat via Skype at no cost, and now
taking an Integration course that’s
kept me nose down at my key board
for the first four or five months of the
year.

credits I needed to make up to cover my
journey across the Pacific. Somehow,
that ocean became the centre of my
world as I sought to integrate these four
different experiences to my present
focus and priority. I’m thankful to
Wellspring members who helped
me focus these areas in my Christian
journey. I’m grateful to Br David
Steindl-Rast for the good relations he
has fostered and continues to foster
between different wisdom traditions,
particularly Christian and Buddhist
(but see www.gratefulness.com for a
wide span of wisdom practices). Now,
I’m committing locally to running a
U3A course which combines Integral

I’m guessing the only area of concern
that my visit to North America didn’t
touch in a positive sense was the carbon

Life Practice (Ken Wilber) with
the Transition Town movement
(Rob Hopkins), again integrating
the areas of concern that we hold
as a community. As for Wellspring
SA, Patricia Nommensen and I are
commencing a Saturday Spirituality
Group on a bi-monthly basis.
So thanks for coming with me on this
journey and please be in touch if you’d
like to explore any of these areas more
thoroughly: dishearer@adam.com.au.
Di Shearer (PhD, is a writer, artist
and spiritual director, who has been
a member of Wellspring for a decade
now.)

What is the Transition Town movement?

What is Integral Spirituality?

Beginning in Celtic Ireland (where else?), small
towns and communities have worked at grass roots
level not just to build sustainable communities,
but to build resilient communities. This in the face
of peak oil and climate change: the hydrocarbon
twins.

Integral spirituality is best described as the movement toward
an integration of four perspectives:
• the ‘I’ of our interiority and intentionality,
• the ‘It’ of our physical and material existence in the world,
• the ‘We’ of our relationships and culture,

Totnes developed its own pound note and you
can pay your Council rates with it. Others have
developed community gardens (food feet) and
projects that return them to a less oil dependent
future and a more healthy balance of spirit/self
and community, body and biosphere, mind and
awareness.

• the ‘Its’ of our social and religious systems and traditions.
Ken Wilber is the name most associated with this movement.
It’s a step forward out of the archaic, magic and mythical and
from the modern and post-modern into the integral.

What is a transition initiative?
Integral Life Practice is a way of exercising varying levels of
consciousness in body, mind and spirit as well as emotions and
shadow. It is a practice that invites us to transcend and include
the wisdom traditions with a view to seeing East and West,
science and spirituality, the old and the new integrated and
embodied in this new century.

In towns or communities where the future is taken
seriously and optimistically, (now over 100 in UK
and many in Australia, eg Blue Mountains and New
Zealand, eg Nelson) there are guidelines for the
development of initiatives that will build a resilient
community. Food security, water security, and so
much more that helps us see that a future with
less oil may be preferable to our current lifestyles.
A handbook for taking action for sustainable
communities beyond oil dependency:

This is summed up in: Integral Life Practice: a 21st Century
Blueprint for Physical Health, Emotional Balance, Mental Clarity,
and Spiritual Awakening by Ken Wilber, Terri Patten, Adam
Leonard & Marco Morelli, Integral Books, 2008

This is all summed up in: The Transition Handbook:
Creating local sustainable communities beyond oil
dependency by Rob Hopkins, Finch Publishing
(Australia & New Zealand edition), 2008

What is Integral Life Practice?
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Reflections on the Taizé
pilgrimage to the Philippines
Philippines I came to love the stillness
of the Taizé services - one thing it
has inspired me to do is to be more
disciplined about working stillness
into my days here - taking the time
to just sit. This is something I struggle
with, though - it is so easy to fall back
into the ‘overcommitted’ trap.

Reflection from Georgie Lewis
(Victoria):
If I am to be perfectly honest, when I
boarded my plane for the Philippines
it was with some fear and trembling
and many times I asked myself what I
had done letting Wellspring send me
off on this conference. In the weeks
leading up to the trip, most people
who asked me why I was going to the
Philippines were a bit cynical about
the ‘use’ of meeting with Christians
from around the world to experience
Taizé services - and their eyes glazed
over a bit when I tried desperately
to explain that although the basis of
Taizé is communal living, singing and
prayer, it wasn’t some weird religious
sect. I realised that although I knew
of Taizé, I really didn’t know much
about it; and I think that is one of its
strengths - the mystery and absence of
the need to justify itself to the world.

My loneliness also didn’t last long.
Philippinos are some of the most
hospitable and generous people I have
ever met. I also met so many amazing
people from all over the world at the
conference and many were in a very
similar place to me in their spiritual
walk, struggles with institutionalised
religion and with their desire to
live out a faith that is real and has
some grit to it. We had a great time
together, and there was a sense of
expectancy between us as we waited
for the conference to start. On the
night before the conference a bunch
of the students from the seminary we
were staying at sat out in the garden
with us - people from Portugal, Laos,
China, France, Slovenia and Australia
- and we all sang pop songs together
and drank Vietnamese beer and ate
Cookies and Cream Ice Cream. It
was a surreal and very multicultural
experience, but it felt like home.

During my first two days in Manila
my state of mind didn’t improve
much, as I didn’t know anyone and
felt particularly alone and out of place,
and struggled to adjust to the change
of pace - to embrace the stillness and
to just sit and listen in the silence and
steady nature of the services. It was a
very confronting lesson to me that I
often try to take over control of my
life by being busy and filling my time
with things to do. Over the week in the

Some children from branch of Chiro Youth
Movemernt in Manila, with Georgie
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me these times were the highlights gently challenging and full of integrity.
Many people at the conference who
had been to Taizé in France told me
that although the conference was a
wonderful experience, there is nothing
like being at Taizé itself. I am hoping
to travel there in the next year or so,
and am so grateful to Wellspring for
their support and interest in my trip,
as it has opened my eyes to what
Taizé is about and encouraged me
that there are clearly many others
who are searching for a community
of this type. I will never forget this
experience. Thank you!
Reflection from Laura Baird (NSW):
‘Feet on the Ground’
I sit here, more than two months after
I came back from the Philippines. The
experience of being in community
with people from so many different
countries, and being welcomed by
locals wherever we went is hard to put
into words. But I’ll give it a go.

Each day of the conference one of the
brothers would share his thoughts on
a particular issue or theme, and to

Ten of us from Australia arrived
at Manila Airport on the 24th of
January, and joined hundreds of
people from all over the world in a premeeting program in Quezon City. We
prayed, sang, shared meals and toured
Manila together. Then we were ‘sent
out’ to different communities. The
Aussie group and others from Russia,

A group of sisters from Mindanao;
Brigid (from Melbourne) and Georgie

The group who went to Pampanga
outside University of the Assumption
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Some smiling faces in Mary Town,
Loyola Heights, Quezon City

Cat & Laura with a family in Villa
Maria, an Aeton (Indigenous) village

Last day - Laura and her host parents,
Emma & ‘Boy’, Quezon City

Switzerland, The Netherlands, France,
Italy, and Germany went up to San
Fernando, Pampanga (about two
hours from Manila) and stayed for a
week in the University of Assumption,
learning about the people of Pampanga
and their amazing culture. We headed
back to Manila for the meeting, and
stayed in local parishes with families.
That’s it in a nutshell.

meet God. We did a lot of walking
in the Philippines. I was reminded of
this as my feet were always covered in
dust by the end of each day. While in
Quezon City, we walked through the
narrow streets of Mary Town, a shanty
town where people struggle to live.
This was probably my first exposure
to abject poverty. Despite the obvious
hardship people were experiencing,
the marginalisation and exclusion
they faced, I can remember so clearly
the smiles on people’s faces as they
greeted us strangers. Thinking about
it now, they probably would have
been confused by all these foreigners
walking through their neighbourhood,
yet we were met with such friendliness
and warmth.

I guess that’s the overwhelming theme
of the two weeks in the Philippines
- welcome and warmth. I was a
stranger, but through the welcoming
spirit of our hosts, soon became a
friend, daughter, ate (big sister) and
part of the community. Receiving
such hospitality was both challenging
and humbling. It was an amazing
privilege, to be part of such a loving
community. It was glimpsing the
Kingdom; people from different faith,
language and cultural backgrounds
to gather together and share life and
faith. While it was probably more
difficult to leave this experience than
to enter it, I know that it will continue
to give me strength and hope on this
pilgrimage which is life.

There’s a great quote that I found
while I was preparing for the
pilgrimage: ‘pilgrimage is “feet on the
ground” spirituality.’ I like it, because
it reminds me that having our feet on
the ground, being connected to the
earth and other people is the essence
of the faith journey. That’s where
we discover our humanity, where we

Meditation and Health
Judging from the number of articles
and books being published quantifying
its therapeutic benefits, it appears that
science is beginning to accept what
practioners have been claiming for
millennia: meditation can profoundly
affect one’s health and well-being.
Moreover, through the looking-glass
of science, the act of meditation
is gradually being liberated from a
shroud of mystery, releasing it from
the shackles of mysticism, spirituality
and religion.

from the Indo-European root word
med – ‘to measure or consider.’ This
then gives rise to mens – to think,
appearing in Latin as mens, mentis
and later in English as mind. In
ancient Greek med directly appears
as médomai and in Latin as meditari,
both meaning ‘to think, reflect, have
in mind’ etc.
In essence, then, far from misguided
notions
caused
by
cultural
misconceptions, religious attachment,
fashion or plain ignorance, meditation
is not concerned with ‘switching off
the mind’, ‘thinking about nothing,’
‘saying Om’, or even just ‘relaxing’.

Plainly speaking, meditation is to
think or reflect. To pay attention to
thought. Etymologically, it derives
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Meditation is actively, and wilfully,
engaging the mind to observe thought.
Using mind to observe mind or, as
it is generally put in the Buddhist
tradition, turning the light of mind
inward to observe mind.
This appeal towards self-reflection
requires a little contextualisation,
lest it be mistaken for more typically
Western approach of rationalisation,
where thoughts rather than the
instrument of thought are analysed.
First of all, while meditation in some
form can be attributed to Eastern
culture spanning from India to
China and Japan and dates back at
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least some 5000 years ago, appearing
in the Vedic tradition of India, the
greatest contribution to the practice of
meditation was made by the historical
figure known as the Buddha and the
tradition he spawned. A major and
fundamental point to be understood by
any westerner approaching meditation
is that Buddhism considers humans as
having six sense organs, not five as we
in the West are taught.

constantly engaging a world of mental
objects and, through interpretation,
creating the reality which we relate to,
it appears logical to pay attention to
such an important organ.
While the western tradition has its
own tradition of meditation, explicit
in religious contemplation and prayer
and implicit in the appeal to ‘know
thyself,’ inscribed into the Temple
of Apollo in Delphi, the relationship
to thought and word in the West
developed in a decisively different
direction to that in the East. In fact,
the Western fixation with Absolutes
– truth, justice, God etc and the
contention that rationality and Mind
reflected the divine almost literally has
meant that Mind is considered the
seat of knowledge and the master of
the senses. In the Buddhist tradition,
no such distinction is made….

The sixth sense organ is mind. A sense
organ is defined as something that
comes into contact with objects outside
of itself and allows for perception and
experience. By this definition it follows
that mind is a sense organ because
it comes into contact with mental
objects. For example, the eyes may see
a hungry child but it is mind which
comes into contact with the mental
objects of suffering, hunger, pathos,
sadness, compassion and so on.

Leaving aside millennia of anecdotal
evidence affirming its benefits, more
recent studies employing state of

Given that mind is arguably the most
active of all senses and in effect is

the art technology, including MRIs
and EEGs, have shown that regular
meditation brings enormous benefits
in the area of health and wellbeing
to its practioners. Controlled studies
have shown that regular meditation
significantly reduces hypertension,
with one study of teenagers showing
an average drop of 3.5mm in both
systolic and diastolic blood pressure.
Other studies have indicated a drop in
heart rate and a marked boost in the
immune system.
In viewing the brain activity of subjects
in meditation, scientists have noted
that in the state of deep meditation, the
frontal lobe of the brain, responsible
for much of our reasoning, planning
and
self-conscious
awareness,
decreases activity markedly, allowing
for a deeper state of contentment….
Extract from essere & benessere, Inverno
[Winter] 2009. Contributed by Jim
Bishop

Common Dreams 2 Conference
- Melbourne, 15-18 April 2010
Common Dreams 2 was an aptly
named gathering. There was a
wonderful sense of commonality, of a
community who recognised each other
and shared a sense of belonging. This
is not something we all experience on
a Sunday morning. Rev. Dr. Margaret
Mayman asked us why we go to
church. This is something I ask myself
when I go to church and hear the
language of an all powerful elsewhere
God who is more responsible for my
life than I am, when the language of
songs and prayers seems distant and
leaves me cold, when I hear more
about the afterlife than the present
life. Then I wonder why I am there.

I know they exist. However for many
reasons not all of us can attend these
churches. Another part of why I go
to church is because of community.
This is a place where at its best ‘tears
are understood, people are heard,
we
experience
intergenerational
community, memories of significant
events are built’ (Gretta Vosper)
[chair and founder of The Canadian
Centre for Progressive Christianity],
we worship God and are inspired and
taught to live now the kingdom of
God.
Common dreams 2 was indeed aptly
named for we met in community,
worshipped and were taught and
dreamt of churches which would
support us in creating the kingdom
of God on earth. Rev. Fred Plummer

So why do I go? I go partly because
I dream. I dream of a church that is
different to that described above. Yes
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reminded us of Einstein’s definition
of insanity: ‘doing the same thing
over and over and expecting different
results.’ Is this what many churches are
doing as their communities diminish
in number, energy and spirit? Is there
hope of refilling Christian churches?
Many
progressive
Christians
believe that their understanding of
the Christian faith can provide a
meaningful way to meet the needs of
people today but they seem reluctant
to speak up. In Gretta Vosper’s
opinion visitors in our pews often do
not know what we believe and need
us, clergy and laity alike, to speak up.
The commitments of progressive
Christianity include:
• Spiritual vitality with creative and
arts infused worship
•
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• Intellectual integrity

song written for Common Dreams
II,

• Affirmation of human diversity
transgressing gender boundaries
• Vitality without superiority over
other faiths
• Justice and ecological commitments
central in the life and teaching of Jesus
Christ.
Gretta Vosper encouraged us to be
passionate as we openly and honestly
acknowledge what we believe to
be true, to name metaphor and
allegory as such when it informs
our understanding of texts. It was
recognised that this requires courage
in the face of what will often be
anger and a sense of betrayal from
some within the church. For many
though, the sense of betrayal is in not
being told sooner. For this we owe a
sincere apology and a commitment to
respectfully give time to speaking with
those who want to learn more, sharing
our resources and growing knowledge.
We were encouraged always to hold
our quest for truth more passionately
than the truths we think we have
arrived at. We do this in searching
with intellectual rigour. It was noted
that the chasm of knowledge which

previously existed between clergy and
many in congregations has shifted.
It can now be imaged as a moat
between the church and the world. In
working towards breaching the moat
and creating wholeness in the world
we must speak in terms everyone will
understand.

Bits and Pieces

Areas of Concern: Reconciliation
– Clabon Allen; Ecumenical and
Interfaith – Jenny Johnson and Jim
Tulip; Environment and Ecology –
Lisa Wriley and David Sloane; Justice
– Mark Hurst.

Gretta Vosper reminded us of the
need for balance. We are called to be
light in the world. People of differing
theological viewpoints are called to
stand together, motivated by their
faith, to work towards creating the
kingdom of God here on earth. What
we do is more important than what we
believe. We are united as Christians
who hold deeply sacred beliefs about
life, community and responsibility for
each other. We are united as followers
of the way working for the kingdom
of God. In the words of Scott Kearns’

• Our AGM teleconference was
held on Saturday 5th April and
the following Office-bearers were
elected for the coming 12 months:
Co-Leaders: Jill Robertson (ACT)
and Mary Gilchrist (NSW); Deputy
Leaders: Doug Hewitt (NSW) and
Gillian Hunt (NSW); Secretary: Alan
Bawden (Tas); Treasurer: Margaret
Allen (NSW); Councillors: Peggy
Goldsmith (NSW), Jim Tulip (NSW),
David Sloane (NSW), Neil Holm
(NSW), Bonita Frank (NSW), Janelle
McGregor (WA).

• Following the bringing down of the
2010 Federal Budget, ‘social workers
say a Federal Government decision to
scrap the Medicare rebate for a mental
health program will reduce access to
a vital service for low-income earners’
(ABC News, 17 May). ‘Take the
number of young Australians killed in
road accidents and double it: still more
lives are ended prematurely by mental
ill health. It is the leading killer of
Australians under 45, and the leading
cause of disability in Australia.

State Contacts: Christine Fensham
(Qld), John Burnard (NSW), Marilyn
Tandukar (ACT), Leo van Neuren
(Vic), Pat McKenzie (Tas), Jean
Stirling (SA), Betty Matthews (WA).
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We’re moved by a vision of the world
at peace,
where justice and compassion rule
everywhere supreme.
Joined with one another in the work
that lies ahead,
in living out our common dreams
with love as our strength and guide.
All around the world we’ve different
ways of seeing,
bringing one and all to different ways
of being.
Stands must be taken yet bridges must
be built
only love can lead to unity.
As we travel on, discovering together
Much we leave behind yet much we
hold as treasure.
Change can enrich us yet challenge all
we’ve known
Only love can lead to harmony.
Reproduced with permission under
licence # 555
LicenSing Copyright Cleared Music for
Churches
Jenny Burns
‘But two thirds of those who suffer
never receive treatment; and for
young men that figure is 90%. We
wouldn’t let this happen for cancer,
or heart disease – or even for elective
surgery. Our mental health system
is in desperate need of reform.’ The
percentage of funding of mental
health services should be a component
of all Health funding. We have
known for years that approx. 16% of
Health expenditure should be spent
on mental health services. For those
interested, please continue to press the
government on mental health issues
which should remain as part of health
reform.
• Lisa Wriley of our ‘Environment
and Ecology’ area of concern is locally
involved in the organising of a ‘Deep
Ecology’ weekend - 1-4 October
•
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2010 – at Bucketty in the Wattagan
Mountain Range, south of the Hunter
Valley. John Seed, from the Rainforest
Alliance, will be speaker. It has shared
accommodation and tents. Further
details will be forthcoming. You may
know of some people who would be
interested in such an experience.
• Our plans for Gathering 2011 in
WA are taking shape. As you may have
heard the theme is ‘A Caring Future.’

The dates are 27-30 April 2011 at
Penrhos School in Perth. It might be
worth looking for cheap fares from
now and booking.
• Christine Fensham (Qld) has
drawn attention to the submission
made by the Australian Section of
the Women’s’ International League
for Peace and Freedom to the Senate
inquiry on the National Radioactive
Waste Management Bill 2010. The

proposed site at Muckaty in the NT,
even though endorsed by the relevant
Aboriginal Land Council, is highly
contested. Submissions are already
closed and questions need to be asked
about the process which has taken
place to site this national nuclear waste
respiratory. Those interested could get
more details and a copy of the full
submission from Christine.
Mary Gilchrist

An interesting week . . .
From April 9th to 13th I was a
member of the NSW / ACT Synod
of the Uniting Church. I hadn’t been
a member of Synod for about 9 years
so things were rather different. One
thing that was definitely different was
that I now recognised many people
who I knew to be members of the
Wellspring Community!
One of the significant things that
happens at Synod meetings is that
there is recognition of ministers who
are celebrating 50 or even 60 years
since they were ordained. This year,
I was delighted to see that Keith
Weavers was there for recognition
of 50 years since ordination. What
a milestone! I was only briefly able
to talk to him and Helen afterwards,
but we did have a photo opportunity!
How good it is to see such faithfulness
recognised by the wider church.
On the last day we had a proposal come
to the Synod opposing the new visa
system for refugees from Afghanistan
and Sri Lanka. This was inspired by
Justin Whelan and he was up there
giving his speech to persuade us to
pass the proposal. This was agreed to
by consensus – 100% in favour – and
that has authorised our leaders to go
to the government and the media and
give our position to them.
The Wellspringers I met up with
were Meryl and Geoff Wellington,
John Martin, Justin Whelan, Katalina
Tahaafe Williams and of course Doug
Hewitt who was there to look after
the information table that included
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our Wellspring brochures. I did find
one former member of Wellspring
who realised that he had just let his
membership slide by mistake and
he was inspired to join up again.

Altogether it was a good place to be
with my Wellspring hat on as well as
my Uniting Church hat.
Jill Robertson

True Prayer
‘Attention is the only faculty of the soul which gives access to God.
Mental gymnastics rely on an inferior, discursive form of attention,
which reasons. Properly directed, however, this attention may give
rise in the soul to another, of the highest kind, which is intuitive
attention. Pure, intuitive attention is the only source of perfectly
beautiful art, truly original and brilliant scientific discovery, of
philosophy which really aspires to wisdom and of true, practical
love of one’s neighbours. This kind of attention when turned to
God is true prayer.’
(Simone Weil, philosopher, 1986. Quoted in Thomas Merton: Master of Attention,
by Robert Waldron. London: Darton Longman Todd, 2007, p. 47)
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In the beginning God created the heavens and the
earth. Now, the earth was formless and empty,
darkness was over the surface of the deep, and the
Spirit of God was hovering over the waves. (Genesis 1)
‘A mighty wind sweeps over the face of the waters….

It is a wild wind carrying the incipient life of the
universe in its wings. If the ‘first day’ of creation
is compared to the cosmic burst of light at life’s
initial moment, the ‘second day’ can be viewed
as the ongoing explosion of elemental particles
hurtling through space. There is nothing neat and
tidy about this mighty creative energy. From it the
matter of earth emerges, as does lifeless matter,
flung almost discardedly across space. Its power and
expansiveness are overwhelming.
J. Philip Newell, The Book of Creation, Norwich:
Cantebury Press, 1999
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